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Abstract. Conference Management System (CMSI is used for efficiently managing a conference and 
supporting management decision-makrng. This paper presents a model of an Online Decision Suppon 
System (DSS) and the current status of its development. The system development process is divided into 
two phases. The first phase consists of onlinc conference management, which is initially implemented for 
Knowledge (Marragernent International C:onference and Exhibition 2004 (KMICE'04) online system. The 
system supports all management activities, which typically have to be performed by corrference secretariat 
in managing, retrieving and analyzing conference information and other decision related information to 
systematically make decision. The system provides facility of online participant regismtion and paper 
submission a5 well. The second phase involves the development of a decision-making model for paper 
pre-reviewing process, which produces current online repons of paper reviewing scatus and ranking 
alten~atives. In the future the model can be used as a template for orher university conference, seminar or 
workshop. 
1 .  Introduction 
The popularity of web-based application research and developmerit had increase since the Internet 
became the most popular medium for communication. In addition all universities, research center and 
gove~nment offices have been facilitated with the Internet services. The information stored on the 
Internet can be accessed from anywhere and at anytime around the world. Through this medium the 
information can be disseminated faster compares to the traditional method. The uniqueness of web- 
based technology encourages the development of web-based application. Gal et al. (1999) and Gal & 
Mylopoulos (2001) for example discussed the potential of web-based technology and its Importance 
toward application development and services via web. 
Many research and development related to Conlerence Management System (CMS) have been 
performed. Snodgrass (1999) performed a survey and had listed around 20 CMS soffware. Each of 
them was developed for a specific conference and later expended and reuse for other conference. 
CyberChair for example is a free web-based paper submission and reviewing system with PC meeting 
and proceedings preparation support (Stadt, 1997). It was originally developed in 1996 for European 
Conference on Object-Oriented Programming (ECOOP). The system is then renewed and improved 
with more features such as electronic review forms and uploading papers. The approach not only saves 
the time but also cutting the operation cost. According to Schneider et ul. (2001) each features In 
CyberChair is handle by the specialized agent. 
Wintanweb also provide almost the same facilities with CyberChair (Johnson & MacKay, 2000). 
Wintanweb developed to meet a recurring need, which is to facilitate the communication associated 
with the paper sub~tlission and review process for the conference. It supports interaction between 
conference secretariats, contributors and reviewers. It was originaliy set up in 1997 and evolved a great 
deal in supporting the requirements of several conferences such as CASCON'97, WWW8 and ICSE 
2001. MCP or Managing Confirence Proceedings is a tool to help conference secretariat preparing and 
managing the conference proceedings (Fellner dan Zens, 2001). The implementation of MCP can 
minimizc'the secretariat time and reduce thc process of preparing electronic conference materials. 
This paper discussed a model for CMS that can be an online DSS and presents a current progress 
of the system development. The CMS is developed to facilitate Knowledge Management international 
C:onference & Exhibition (KMICE) 2004 to be held in F'cbruary 2004. The systern is equipped with 
several facilities. to help and support conference secretariats and participants in managing the related 
conference activities as wcll as making different kinds of decision. 
2. Online Decision Support System (DSS) 
The use of the Internet as a medium i-or the collaboration and supporting decision-making is now 
expanding. There is increasing number of research and development on innovative and interactive web- 
based application using the latest software technology to aid decision making in various fields. Multl- 
Pest DSS for Oilseed Rape is an online DSS that contributes for the agr~culture (CSL, 2003). The 
system is designed by Central Science Laboratory (CSL). CSI, is an Executive Agency of the UK 
Government Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs. Gerlerally the system is used for 





